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Abstract. The present article studies the economic processes in the framework of the economy of labour topical area. The purpose of the article is to introduce a new approach towards interpretation of the productiveness of labour concept, of quantitative methods for its measurement and of the extensive use of the blockchain technology for organizing the salary payments. The initial research of the market was executed with the use of methodology for the personal services sector. The result of the quantitative analysis are used by the economic entities in order to improve in-house procedures and ruled for business organization, as well as to improve competitiveness of the entities. The quantitative estimation of the productiveness of labour in the entities has not been performed yet and constitutes a novelty. The work represents the research areas that allow amplifying the spheres of investigation for the young scientists.

1. Introduction

The importance of distinct assets productiveness, including productiveness of labour in the improving of the prosperity level of the society constitutes a universally recognized factor at the modern stage of the humanity development. The Government of the Russian Federation (hereinafter – the RF) has passed a decree¹ adopting the plan of steps for providing the growth of productiveness of labour, creation and modernization of the high-performance workplaces, setting forth a complex of measures for improvement of the situation in this economy area of strategic importance². In the framework of development of the given area, according to the authors, it is necessary to set the following tasks: to perform an ample range of scientific researches, to elaborate new materials of the methodological nature and to provide for their use, to create a corresponding legal and informative base, to introduce the modern digital technologies (blockchain). The deep analysis of the problems related to the productiveness of labour and correspondent payments for such an effective activity is impossible without elaboration of the new approaches towards understanding of the essence, genesis, interaction with other economic factors situated within the new labour economy. Only the given complex research of these questions, in the authors’ opinion, allows defining their true significance for functioning of the organizational and economic systems in the conditions of the digital economy [10, 23].

¹ The Government of the Russian Federation, decree No.1250-r dated 09.07.2014
² Including scientific, methodic, legal and informative basis of the activity aimed at improving the productiveness of labour.
2. Methodology of the research and hypotheses

In the modern researches the growth of the productiveness of labour is connected with the process of leaning, i.e. in decreasing the general spending of the direct labour and the past labour on a per unit basis regarding the goods, not only direct labour [4, 5, 7]. In the literature there has been a longstanding discussion about which index of the quantum of output should be used to calculate the parameters of productiveness of labour – the gross production (its modifications) or net production in its variations. The position of both supporters and opponents of the net production in all its modifications has often been lopsided because of the attempts to counterpose the gross production againsts the net one, and the net one – against the normatively net; there has been problems in the elaboration of an alternative scheme: either one, or the other [2, 3, 17]. As the results of various discussions showed, the absolute majority of their participants supposed that there might not be a universal, suitable for all the cases and conditions, ideal way to measure the productiveness of labour; all the participants supported the ample use of differentiated indices and other numbers [26, 27, 28]. The new conditions of the social and economic development of the post-industrial society demand a correspondent mirroring in the labour economy theory for the new economic trends, such as, for instance, neoinstitutionalism (hereinafter – NI) and new institutional economic theory (NIET) [18, 21].

The western economists' study the essential problems of the economy of labour leaving the lean towards measuring the productiveness of the production factors (capital, labour, materials, energy and side services), and also the total (multifactor) productiveness of the featured groups of factors [1, 6]. Among the western researches we should particularly highlight G.Emerson, who has introduced the mere notion of productiveness into the science on production management. Thus, on the surface of the economic phenomena in case of both soviet and western scientists “the productiveness of labour turns into productiveness of the factors of labour”, this leads the measurements of the productiveness of labour to a methodological dead end.

N.A.Gorelov states that whilst the creative energy of a person “is drawn out” the social ambient, its use or generation providing the final product with the demanded productiveness of labour constitutes a complex function from the conditions of the social ambient (institutional ambient), which depends on the level of development of culture, science, morality, ethic etc. Thus, among the economists the understanding of the given phenomenon as being social is seen clearer and clearer, and there appear attempts to reveal connection between productiveness of labour with such a notion as human capital [14, 20]. The latter constitutes the possibility to create a space based on the social relations, on the utility for other people, on belonging to different groups, i.e. – to create a culture. The elements of such a culture are: tangible and intangible wealth, the examples of behavior, traditions, customs and correspondent social institutions. In other words, the notion of the productiveness of labour based on a certain level of the human capital, is attributed typically institutional features. The influence of the human capital factor on the productiveness of labour, in our point of view, should be represented in a more detailed way. At the moment we could mark three basic approaches towards the problem of calculation of the given index:

1) cost approach (E.Engel, T.W.Schultz) – based on calculation of all the costs related to investments in a human;
2) income (W.Petty, R.Nicholson, J.M.Clark, D.Lorgenson) – based on the calculation of the current cost of the income stream from the asset under research;
3) index methods of calculation of cost of the human capital were set by S.Mulligan and X.Sala-Martin (1995). In this case they use the approximation of the human capital with the aid of the index appearing resulting from the ratio of the average salary in the country given and the average income of a non-qualified worker. Thus, the authors offered a methodic than allows to limit the influence of the technic and technological factors on the final result. In the practical calculations, depending on the time periods under research, the following formula is used:

---

\[ hi = \sum w_{i,e} \times L_{i,e} / w_{i,0}, \]

Whereas

- \( W_{i,e} \) – salary of a worker in state \( i \), who has an \( e \)-level of education,
- \( W_{i,0} \) – salary of a worker in state \( i \), who has the lowest level of education (secondary or primary education or total lack thereof),
- \( L_{i,e} \) – the share of all the specialists in state \( i \), who have an \( e \)-level of education.

In the previous works (A.V. Czernovalov, P.V. Solodukha, P.A. Czernovalov 2017, A.V. Czernovalov, Z. Tsukhanovskiy, Z. Shimanski, P.A. Czernovalov 2018) the authors formulated the following hypotheses: the higher the level of development of institutions for the digital economy conditions, and, thus, the higher the level of the workers’ human capital, the smaller the critical period between two innovative cycles of an entity is, i.e. there is a high level of productiveness of labour routines. Moreover, while studying economic entities, one should take opportunism into account, which is a sensitive and a deep-root feature on a human personality. There are different methods for taking opportunism into account: from the offered by J. Kornai method based on the estimation of honesty and confidence via calculating the number of transactions with prepayments and their ration to the overall number of agreements, to cost methods implying the use of quantitative ways of calculating correspondent transactional expenses of the opportunist behavior and index numbers, to use of which lean the authors of the present work.

Given the exposed methods of calculation of the level of the human capital, the content of the hypotheses formulated above and the remarks on the consideration of the opportunist behavior, we offer the following formula for calculating the productiveness of labour and performance of the further practical research:

\[ Pi = \sum hi \times (1-R_{i,e}) / ni,0, \]

Whereas

- \( hi \) – the index of the human capital in state \( i \) (or in an entity) of a worker, who has an \( e \)-level of education,
- \( R_{i,e} \) – the index of the opportunist behavior level in state \( i \) (or in an entity) of an average worker,
- \( ni,0 \) – the share of those who work in the total amount of population in state \( i \).

3. The discussion of the research results and formulation of conclusions

On the grounds of the collected statistical data out of the documentation of several entities from the cleaning service market of the city of Moscow and the region of Moscow, the city of Warsaw and the voivodship of Warsaw, also having used the information got as a result of performing several questioning sessions; there has been formed data necessary for performing the correspondent calculations, resumed in Table 1. In the same table (with the use of the abovementioned formulas) the index numbers of the human capital and productiveness of labour are exposed.

The analysis of data from Table 1 reveals that the cleaning services market both in Moscow and in Warsaw is, as a rule, represented by small and medium-sized entities (SMSE), with the total number of workers between 40 and 100 in one case and between 13 and 80 in another, which corresponds to the peculiarities and SMSE. At that there could be noticed a substantial difference in the average income per worker, but the difference of the average salary between a qualified and a non-qualified workers are more or less the same: in Moscow this index equals to 47% from a qualified worker salary, and in Warsaw 45% correspondently. In this connection the estimate of the human capital in both cities is also approximately the same but, nevertheless, for the reason that Moscow constitutes a larger object for research with a population several times greater, the competition in the labour market causes the flow of the workers with a higher index of the human capital to SMSE (Table 1) – this fact also confirms a somewhat higher index of the share of qualified workers. Ethnometrical estimation performed by the authors in the previous works show that non-qualified workers in Moscow possess a rather high level of opportunism in comparison to the same category of workers in Warsaw, which essentially influences the productiveness of labour index, which is several times higher at some of the Warsaw SMS entities than at those in Moscow.
Table 1. Selected economic indices of the cleaning market entities economic activity of the city of Moscow and the city of Warsaw in 2011-2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>LLC «YZ» Warsaw and branches</th>
<th>LLC «ABC» Moscow and branches</th>
<th>LLC «AC» Moscow and branches</th>
<th>LLC «XY» Warsaw and branches</th>
<th>LLC «ZX» Warsaw and branches</th>
<th>LLC «YZ» Warsaw and branches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average number of full-time workers, units</td>
<td>Average part-time thousands euro.</td>
<td>Average salary, per month, euro.</td>
<td>Average non-ful-time qualified work-workers, units</td>
<td>Index of human capital productivity</td>
<td>Index of institutional productivity of labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>$Y = L_Y$</td>
<td>$w_{i,e}$</td>
<td>$w_{i,0}$</td>
<td>$L_{i,e}$</td>
<td>$h_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 The data is calculated under a separate method on the basis of selected questionnaires of workers and cleaning companies managers.
One of the areas of improvement of the productiveness of labour and ordering the salaries payment system among the workers given the example of the cleaning services market in Moscow and in Warsaw is introduction of the digital technologies into the economic routines, which should decrease the level of opportunism among the members of staff [8, 15]. One of the perspective technologies is blockchain. In the modern conditions there is a diffusion of the blockchain technology in the state government system and also in the organizational activity of the economic entities. Due to unification of the technological solutions, blockchain has several bright distinctive peculiarities: openness, stability of data stored, and also the possibility of publication and control in a decentralized network of a performed logic (program code) [9, 19, 21, 31].

Table 2. The elements of the blockchain system created in the framework of the self-governed organizations in the sphere of cleaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System element</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation of smart-contracts</td>
<td>The “smart contracts” are concluded between a company and a client via the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment system</td>
<td>Financial transactions between a cleaning company, a client and state governance bodies take place via blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the system interface forms the rating of a cleaning company and the individual one for each worker</td>
<td>The electronic system has an open for access hardwired interface bearing the quality parameters of a cleaning company and of a selected worker. A client of the cleaning company gets the access to filling this section after the smart contract performance time elapses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payments, including salaries of the workers of a company</td>
<td>Formation and transfer of salaries to the members of staff of a cleaning company are performed via the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the blockchain technology in the process of management of the business processes at a selected entity or a selected market level allows substantially decrease transaction expenses, provide transparency for the business processes and improve the productiveness of labour. In our opinion, it is more rational to use the blockchain technology at the level of the self-regulatory organizations operating at the cleaning services market (Association of the Russian cleaning companies, Union of the cleaning companies of Russia and others). The elements of the blockchain system created in the framework of activity of the self-regulatory organizations in the field of cleaning are exposed in Table 2. It could be assumed that after having performed a smart contract the foreman distributes the salaries considering the performance of each worker; the workers’ data are filled in the system, where their individual rating is formed. The client (under the criteria set forth) assesses the quality of the cleaning services provided within the interface of the industry application of blockchain, and on these grounds the individual rating of a cleaning company is formed – moreover, it cannot be amended or forged. Such an approach will contribute to development and promotion of those company brands which provide quality cleaning services at the market and elimination of those delivering poor services.

4. Conclusion
Given the statements of the research exposed above, we could make the following conclusions:

1. We have revealed a high extent of the opportunist behavior in the process of order execution at the cleaning market of the city of Moscow. This problem causes the necessity of reforming the institu-

---

5 The key element of the blockchain system in the field of cleaning should be the transfer from traditional paper contracts towards smart contracts concluded with clients in the economical activity of cleaning companies.
tional ambient in order to improve the productiveness of labour and reduction of the workers opportunist behavior level.

2. Experience of the companies operating at the cleaning market in Warsaw revealed that the highest effectiveness is attributed to the entities with a lower number of workers and with the use of flexible forms of labour schedules (LLC “YX”).

3. In order to improve labour performance and improvement of transparency in the process of services delivery, according to the authors, it is necessary to introduce digital technologies into the process of organization of the operation of the entities in the cleaning services market.

4. The blockchain technology constitutes a prospective area. It should be integrated at the branch level in the framework of the self-regulatory organizations, which would allow to improve the productiveness of labour, to provide for control of quality and transparency of the services delivered and to reduce the extent of the opportunist behavior among the workers of a cleaning company.

Introduction of the blockchain system at the branch level would allow to transfer the contractual relations between a cleaning company and a client into a digital area, via using smart-contracts.
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